
Growth Opportunity - Folding Storage Bins

Get the data with Cobalt:

Client Revenue
21%

Better Data Wins Deals:

5 Ways to Elevate 
Agency Proposals 
with Cobalt

1. Identify new and emerging competitors

4. Pitch new products and keywords

3. Present emerging trends

5. Share results you’ve achieved for clients

2. Outline growth benchmarks

Pinpoint a prospect’s position in the market and make a powerful impression by identifying 
emerging competitors. Combine this data into a high-level analysis to show prospects their YoY 
growth relative to the market and introduce strategies to overtake the competition.

Wow prospects with untapped opportunities to build revenue. Use this data to summarize new 
high-potential strategies to outperform competitors and increase sales.

Provide a multi-layered view of the market and pitch strategies based on informed predictions. 
Present this trends data alongside strategies and opportunities uncovered in your team's analysis.

Directly connect your agency’s efforts to real-world results. Combine this data, alongside client 
testimonials, into high-level case studies that emphasize the ROI your agency delivers.

Highlight how your agency will gauge success and reach for a brand’s highest potential in the 
market. Pair this data with strategies you can pitch to meet or exceed the prospect’s goals.

Use Brands Trends to gather data on 
market share and revenue trends for a 
prospect and their competitors

Use Market Insights to view data on the 
number of brands and ASINs vs. unit 
sales and median price fluctuations in a 
prospect’s market segment

Use Share of Voice to show SOV 
increases for keywords that your 
agency has targeted for a particular 
client

Use Rank Tracker to highlight 
increases in organic and sponsored 
placements of a client’s listings since 
working with your agency

Use Market Insights to access 
performance data for all brands 
within a market segment

Create segments for competitors to 
see their top products and keywords

Analyze this data to pinpoint emerging 
trends like increased competition or 
changes in consumer price sensitivity

Use Share and Trends to present a 
client’s market share and revenue 
growth over the time period they have 
worked with your agency

Use Segment Trends to view high-
level data on the competitive 
landscape of that segment

Use ASIN Explorer to uncover 
competitors’ product strategies 
at a daily level

Use Share and Trends to compare a 
prospect’s share of voice to competitors

Use ASIN Explorer to connect your 
agency’s listing optimizations or 
advertising campaigns to increased 
sales of a particular ASIN

Use Share of Voice to find the % SOV 
competitors own for top keywords

Get the data with Cobalt:

Get the data with Cobalt:

Get the data with Cobalt:

Get the data with Cobalt:

Market Share

Avg Monthly Search Volume Additional Keyword Targets

Brand 1

YoY Market Share: 
YoY Revenue:

+10%

 +6%

YoY Market Share: 
YoY Revenue: 

+3%

+2%

YoY Market Share: 
YoY Revenue:

-5%

-7%

Brand 2 Brand 3

Top 3 ASINs Top 3 ASINs Top 3 ASINs

ASIN 1

ASIN 2

ASIN 3

ASIN 1

ASIN 2

ASIN 3

ASIN 1

ASIN 2

ASIN 3

SOV SOV SOV

44% 20% 18%

Competitor Analysis - Yoga Mats

Market Segment - Coffee

Client Wins

Segment Growth & Trends

Use Brands Trends to tunnel down to 
a prospect’s brand and compare 
historical pricing, revenue, and sales 
trends against competitors

Mario Volpe

Ecommerce Analyst, Code3

Anna Taranova

Development Associate, Cartograph

In a sea of RFP responses and cold contacts, 
trust Cobalt to be the competitive advantage 
that puts your agency above the rest.

Schedule a Demo

Brian Martinez

Vice President of Client Services, Commerce Canal

“Cobalt allows us to understand categories as a whole before we even  
  dive in. Top competitors, share of voice, and trends…are critical  
  pieces of information we can now quickly get.”

Mario Volpe

Ecommerce Analyst, Code3

“Cobalt’s data has been critical for assessing market opportunities  
  and analyzing competitive intelligence.”

Anna Taranova

Development Associate, Cartograph

“I would recommend Cobalt to any agency. It paints a picture of  
  what’s going on inside Amazon that you can’t get anywhere else.”

There’s one big question prospects ask 
themselves when reviewing your agency’s 
proposal, especially for an in-depth RFP: 

What can you provide that no one else can?

For teams empowered with 

, the answer is 


hyper-detailed data — and plenty of it. 
Jungle Scout Cobalt

25% Brand’s Total 
Share of Voice

Here are  you can use Cobalt to show 
the ROI of working with your agency.

5 ways

Benchmarks 
& Goals

YoY Unit Sales

YoY Revenue

Median Price

Benchmark: 
Goal: 

+7%

+10%

Benchmark: 
Goal: 

+8%

+10%

Benchmark: $35

Brands

Unit Sales

Revenue

Segment Trends

Brand 1

Prospect

Brand 2

Brand 3

Unit Sales

62%

25%

8%

5%

Brand 1

Brand 2

Your

Brand

178%

58%

88%

revenue increase

revenue increase

revenue increase

3.3M

465.7k

693.1k

units sold

units sold

units sold

Trends & Opportunities

Goal Unit Sales

Strategies

Results

Revenue

Revenue

9% 32%

Market Share

YoY

Average price

Increase unit sales by 20%

Increase market share by 15%

 Optimize listings with new keyword
 Run Sponsored Products campaigns

Sales Potential Revenue Potential

average monthly

unit sales

average monthly

revenue

Seasonality

Brands Med. Price ASINs

Unit Sales
$87,952,178

$7,957,925 9%

21%

$24.95
+500 +12,000

Very Low

203 $33 1,510

2.7 million Price trending down


# ASINs trending up


New product types
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 Flat storage bi
 Foldable storage tot
 Folding tot
 Folding storage cub
 Fabric storage cub
 Soft storage bin

FEB MAR APR MAY

Use Opportunity Finder to identify 
low-competition, high-demand 
products that would fit into the 
prospect’s catalog or discover 
opportunities in new marketplaces 
they are not yet active in

Use Product Insights to explore 
ASINs similar to the products you 
propose to help them understand 
potential performance

Use Keyword Scout to research 
terms prospects should use to win 
more placements on Amazon

COMPANY

Keyword: pink yoga mats

YoY

SOV: 19.85%
21%
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https://www.junglescout.com/demo/

